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Abstract—The volume of existing graph-structured data requires improved parallel tools and algorithms. Finding communities, smaller subgraphs densely connected within the subgraph than to the rest of the graph, plays a role both in developing new parallel algorithms as well as opening smaller portions of the data to current analysis tools. We improve performance of our parallel community detection algorithm by 20% on the massively multithreaded Cray XMT, evaluate its performance on the next-generation Cray XMT2, and extend its reach to Intel-based platforms with OpenMP. To our knowledge, not only is this the first massively parallel community detection algorithm but also the only such algorithm that achieves excellent performance and good parallel scalability across all these platforms. Our implementation analyzes a moderate sized graph with 105 million vertices and 3.3 billion edges in around 500 seconds on a four processor, 80-logical-core Intel-based system and 1100 seconds on a 64-processor Cray XMT2.

I. INTRODUCTION

Graph-structured data inundates daily electronic life. Its volume outstrips the capabilities of nearly all analysis tools. The Facebook friendship network has over 800 million users each with an average of 130 connections [1]. Twitter boasts over 140 million new messages each day [2], and the NYSE processes over 300 million trades each month [3]. Applications of analysis range from database optimization to marketing to regulatory monitoring. Much of the structure within these data stores lies out of reach of current global graph analysis kernels.

One such useful analysis kernel finds smaller communities, subgraphs that locally optimize some connectivity criterion, within these massive graphs. These smaller communities can be analyzed more thoroughly or form the basis for multi-level algorithms. Previously, we introduced the first massively parallel algorithm for detecting communities in massive graphs [4]. Our implementation on the Cray XMT scaled to massive graphs but relied on platform-specific features. Here we both improve the algorithm and extend its reach to OpenMP systems. Our new algorithm scales well on two generations of Cray XMTs and on Intel-based server platforms.

Community detection is a graph clustering problem. There is no single, universally accepted definition of a community within a social network. One popular definition is that a community is a collection of vertices more strongly connected than would occur from random chance, leading to methods based on modularity [5]. Another definition [6] requires vertices to be more connected to others within the community than those outside, either individually or in aggregate. This aggregate measure leads to minimizing the communities’ conductance. We consider disjoint partitioning of a graph into connected communities guided by a local optimization criterion. Beyond obvious visualization applications, a disjoint partitioning applies usefully to classifying related genes by primary use [7] and also to simplifying large organizational structures [8] and metabolic pathways [9].

The next section briefly touches on related work, including our prior results. Section III reviews
the high-level parallel agglomerative community detection algorithm. Section IV dives into details on the data structures and algorithms, mapping each to the Cray XMT and Intel-based OpenMP platforms’ threading architectures. Section V shows that our current implementation achieves speed-ups on real-world data of up to $29.6 \times$ on a 64-processor Cray XMT2 and $13.7 \times$ on a four processor, 40-physical-core Intel-based platform. On this uk-2007-05 web crawl graph with 105 million vertices and 3.3 billion edges, our algorithm analyzes the community structure in around 500 seconds on a four processor, 80-logical-core Intel-based system and 1100 seconds on a 64-processor Cray XMT2.

II. RELATED WORK

Graph partitioning, graph clustering, and community detection are tightly related topics. A recent survey by Fortunato [10] covers many aspects of community detection with an emphasis on modularity maximization. Nearly all existing work of which we know is sequential, with a very recent notable exception for modularity maximization on GPUs [11]. Many algorithms target specific contraction edge scoring or vertex move mechanisms [12]. Our previous work [4] established the first parallel agglomerative algorithm for community detection and provided results on the Cray XMT. Prior modularity-maximizing algorithms sequentially maintain and update priority queues [13], and we replace the queue with a weighted graph matching. Here we improve our algorithm, update its termination criteria, and achieve scalable performance on Intel-based platforms.


Work on sequential multilevel agglomerative algorithms like [16] focuses on edge scoring and local refinement. Our algorithm is agnostic towards edge scoring methods and can benefit from any problem-specific methods. Another related approach for graph clustering is due to Blondel et al. [17]. However, it does not use matchings and has not been designed with parallelism in mind. Incorporating refinement into our parallel algorithm is an area of active work. The parallel approach is similar to existing multilevel graph partitioning algorithms that use matchings for edge contractions [18], [19] but differs in optimization criteria and not enforcing that the partitions must be of balanced size.

III. PARALLEL AGGLOMERATIVE COMMUNITY DETECTION

Agglomerative clustering algorithms begin by placing every input graph vertex within its own unique community. Then neighboring communities are merged to optimize an objective function like maximizing modularity [5], [20], [21] (internal connectedness) or minimizing conductance (normalized edge cut) [22]. Here we summarize the algorithm and break it into primitive operations. Section IV then maps each primitive onto our target threaded platforms.

We consider maximizing metrics (without loss of generality) and target a local maximum rather than a global, possibly non-approximable, maximum. There are a wide variety of metrics for community detection [10]. We will not discuss the metrics in detail here; more details are in the references above and our earlier work [4].

Our algorithm maintains a community graph where every vertex represents a community, edges connect communities when they are neighbors in the input graph, and weights count the number of input graph edges either collapsed into a single community graph edge or contained within a community graph vertex. We currently do not require counting the vertices in each community, but such an extension is straight-forward.

From a high level, our algorithm repeats the following steps until reaching some termination criterion:

1) associate a score with each edge in the community graph, exiting if no edge has a positive score,
2) greedily compute a weighted maximal matching using those scores, and
3) contract matched communities into a new community graph.
Each step is one primitive parallel operation.

The first step scores edges by how much the optimization metric would change if the two adjacent communities merge. Computing the change in modularity and conductance requires only the weight of the edge and the weight of the edge’s adjacent communities. The change in conductance is negated to convert minimization into maximization.

The second step, a greedy approximately maximum weight maximal matching, selects pairs of neighboring communities where merging them will improve the community metric. The pairs are independent; a community appears at most once in the matching. Properties of the greedy algorithm guarantee that the matching’s weight is within a factor of two of the maximum possible value \[23\]. Any positive-weight matching suffices for optimizing community metrics. Some community metrics, including modularity \[24\], form NP-complete optimization problems, so additional work improving the matching may not produce better results. Our approach follows existing parallel algorithms \[25\], \[26\]. Differences appear in mapping the matching algorithm to our data structures and platforms.

The final step contracts the community graph according to the matching. This contraction primitive requires the bulk of the time even though there is little computation. The impact of the intermediate data structure on improving multithreaded performance is explained in Section IV.

Termination occurs either when the algorithm finds a local maximum or according to external constraints. If no edge score is positive, no contraction increases the objective, and the algorithm terminates at a local maximum. In our experiments with modularity, our algorithm frequently assigns a single community per connected component, a useless local maximum. Real applications will impose additional constraints like a minimum number of communities or maximum community size. Following the spirit of the 10th DIMACS Implementation Challenge rules \[27\], Section V’s performance experiments terminate once at least half the initial graph’s edges are contained within the communities, a coverage \(\geq 0.5\).

Assuming all edges are scored in a total of \(O(|E_c|)\) operations and some heavy weight maximal matching is computed in \(O(|E_c|)\) \[23\] where \(E_c\) is the edge set of the current community graph, each iteration of our algorithm’s inner loop requires \(O(|E|)\) operations. As with other algorithms, the total operation count depends on the community growth rates. If our algorithm halts after \(K\) contraction phases, our algorithm runs in \(O(|E| \cdot K)\) operations where the number of edges in the original graph, \(|E|\), bounds the number in any community graph. If the community graph is halved with each iteration, our algorithm requires \(O(|E| \cdot \log |V|)\) operations, where \(|V|\) is the number of vertices in the input graph. If the graph is a star, only two vertices are contracted per step and our algorithm requires \(O(|E| \cdot |V|)\) operations. This matches experience with the sequential CNM algorithm \[28\] and similar parallel implementations \[11\].

### IV. MAPPING THE AGGLOMERATIVE ALGORITHM TO THREADED PLATFORMS

Our implementation targets two multithreaded programming environments, the Cray XMT\[29\] and OpenMP \[30\], both based on the C language. Both provide a flat, shared-memory view of data but differ in how they manage parallelism. However, both environments intend that ignoring the parallel directives produces correct, although sequential, sequential C code. The Cray XMT environment focuses on implicit, automatic parallelism, while OpenMP requires explicit management.

The Cray XMT architecture tolerates high memory latencies from physically distributed memory using massive multithreading. There is no cache in the processors; all latency is handled by threading. Programmers do not directly control the threading but work through the compiler’s automatic parallelization with occasional pragmas providing hints to the compiler. There are no explicit parallel regions. Threads are assumed to be plentiful and fast to create. Current XMT and XMT2 hardware supports over 100 hardware thread contexts per processor. Unique to the Cray XMT are full/empty bits on every 64-bit word of memory. A thread reading from a location marked empty blocks until the location is marked full, permitting very fine-grained synchronization amortized over the cost of
memory access. The full/empty bits assist automatic parallelization of a wider variety of data dependent loops.

The widely-supported OpenMP industry standard provides more traditional, programmer-managed threading. Parallel regions are annotated explicitly through compiler pragmas. Every loop within a parallel region must be annotated as a work-sharing loop or else every thread will run the entire loop. OpenMP supplies a lock data type which must be allocated and managed separately from reading or writing the potentially locked memory. OpenMP also supports tasks and methods for interaction, but our algorithm does not require them.

A. Graph representation

We use the same core data structure as our earlier work [4] and represent a weighted, undirected graph with an array of triples \( (i, j, w) \) for edges between vertices \( i \) and \( j \) with \( i \neq j \). We accumulate repeated edges by adding their weights. The sum of weights for self-loops, \( i = j \), are stored in a \( |V| \)-long array. To save space, we store each edge only once, similar to storing only one triangle of a symmetric matrix.

Unlike our earlier work, however, the array of triples is kept in buckets defined by the first index \( i \), and we hash the order of \( i \) and \( j \) rather than storing the strictly lower triangle. If \( i \) and \( j \) both are even or odd, then the indices are stored such that \( i < j \), otherwise \( i > j \). This scatters the edges associated with high-degree vertices across different source vertex buckets.

The buckets need not be sequential. We store beginning and ending indices into the edge array for each vertex. In a traditional sparse matrix compressed format, the entries adjacent to vertex \( i + 1 \) follows those adjacent to \( i \). Permitting the buckets to separate reduces synchronization within graph contraction. We store both \( i \) and \( j \) for easy parallelization across the entire edge array. Because edges are stored only once, edge \( \{i, j\} \) could appear in the bucket for either \( i \) or \( j \) but not both.

A graph with \( |V| \) vertices and \( |E| \) non-self, unique edges requires space for \( 3|V| + 3|E| \) 64-bit integers plus a few additional scalars to store \( |V| \), \( |E| \), and other book-keeping data.

B. Scoring and matching

Each edge’s score is an independent calculation for our metrics. An edge \( \{i, j\} \) requires its weight, the self-loop weights for \( i \) and \( j \), and the total weight of the graph. Parallel computation of the scores is straight-forward, and we store the edge scores in an \( |E| \)-long array of 64-bit floating point data.

Computing the heavy maximal matching is less straight-forward. We repeatedly sweep across the vertices and find the best adjacent match until all vertices are either matched or have no potential matches. The algorithm is non-deterministic when run in parallel. Different executions on the same data may produce different maximal matchings.

Our earlier implementation iterated in parallel across all of the graph’s edges on each sweep and relied heavily on the Cray XMT’s full/empty bits for synchronization of the best match for each vertex. This produced frequent hot spots, memory works of high contention, but worked sufficiently well with nearly no programming effort. The hot spots crippled an explicitly locking OpenMP implementation of the same algorithm on Intel-based platforms.

We have updated the matching to maintain an array of currently unmatched vertices. We parallelize across that array, searching each unmatched vertex \( u \)’s bucket of adjacent edges for the highest-scored unmatched neighbor, \( v \). Once each unmatched vertex \( u \) finds its best current match, the vertex checks if the other side \( v \) (also unmatched) has a better match. We induce a total ordering by considering first score and then the vertex indices. If the current vertex \( u \)’s choice is better, it claims both sides using locks or full/empty bits to maintain consistency. Another pass across the unmatched vertex list checks if the claims succeeded. If not and there was some unmatched neighbor, the vertex \( u \) remains on the list for another pass. At the end of all passes, the matching will be maximal. Strictly this is not an \( O(|E|) \) algorithm, but the number of passes is small enough in social network graphs that it runs in effectively \( O(|E|) \) time.

If edge \( \{i, j\} \) dominates the scores adjacent to \( i \) and \( j \), that edge will be found by one of the two
vertices. The algorithm is equivalent to a different ordering of existing parallel algorithms [25], [26] and also produces a maximal matching with weight (total score) within a factor of two of the maximum.

Social networks often follow a power-law distribution of vertex degrees. The few high-degree vertices may have large adjacent edge buckets, and not iterating across the bucket in parallel may decrease performance. However, neither the Cray XMT nor OpenMP implementations currently support efficiently composing general, nested, lightweight parallel loops unless they fit one of a few textual patterns. Rather than trying to separate out the high-degree lists, we scatter the edges according to the graph representation’s hashing. This appears sufficient for high performance in our experiments.

Our improved matching’s performance gains over our original method are marginal on the Cray XMT but drastic on Intel-based platforms using OpenMP. Scoring and matching together require \( |E| + 4|V| \) 64-bit integers plus an additional \( |V| \) locks on OpenMP platforms.

C. Graph contraction

Contracting the agglomerated community graph requires from 40% to 80% of the execution time. Our previous implementation was efficient on the Cray XMT but infeasible on OpenMP platforms. We use the bucketing method to avoid locking and improve performance for both platforms.

Our prior implementation used a technique due to John T. Feo where edges are associated to linked lists by a hash of the vertices. After relabeling an edge’s vertices to their new vertex numbers, the associated linked list is searched for that edge. If it exists, the weights are added. If not, the edge is appended to the list. This needs only \( |E| + |V| \) additional storage but relies heavily on the Cray XMT’s full/empty bits and ability to chase linked lists efficiently. The amount of locking and overhead in iterating over massive, dynamically changing linked lists rendered a similar implementation on Intel-based platforms using OpenMP infeasible.

Our new implementation uses an additional \( |E| \) space. After relabeling the vertex endpoints and re-ordering their storage according to the hashing, we roughly bucket sort by the first stored vertex in each edge. If a stored edge is \((i, j; w)\), we place \((j; w)\) into a bucket associated with vertex \(i\) but leave \(i\) implicitly defined by the bucket. Within each bucket, we sort by \(j\) and accumulate identical edges, shortening the bucket. The buckets then are copied back out into the original graph’s storage, filling in the \(i\) values. This requires \( |V| + 1 + 2|E| \) storage, more than our original.

Because the buckets need not be stored contiguously in increasing vertex order, the bucketing and copying do not need to synchronize beyond an atomic fetch-and-add. Storing the buckets contiguously requires synchronizing on a prefix sum to compute bucket offsets. We have not timed the difference, but the technique is interesting.

V. Parallel Performance

We evaluate parallel performance on a wide range of threaded hardware including two generations of Cray XMT systems and three different Intel-based systems. We use two graphs, one real and one artificial, to demonstrate scaling and investigate performance properties. Each experiment is run three times to capture some of the variability in platforms and in our non-deterministic algorithm. We focus on multithreaded performance and leave evaluation of the resulting communities across many metrics to future work. Smaller graphs’ resulting modularities appear reasonable compared with results from a different, sequential implementation in SNAP [31].

Our current implementation achieves speed-ups on artificial data of up to \(24.8 \times \) on a 64-processor Cray XMT2 and \(16.5 \times \) on a four processor, 40-physical-core Intel-based platform. Smaller real-world data achieves smaller speed-ups. Comparing similar runs of our current Cray XMT implementation with our earlier work shows around a 20% improvement. Our earlier OpenMP implementation executed too slowly to evaluate.

A. Evaluation platforms

The Cray XMT used for these experiments is located at Pacific Northwest National Lab and contains 1 TiB of 533 MHz DDR RAM and 128 Threadstorm processors running at 500 MHz. These 128 processors support over 12 000 hardware
thread contexts. The next generation Cray XMT2 is located at the Swiss National Supercomputing Centre (CSCS). Its 64 updated processors also run at 500 MHz but support four times the memory density for a total of 2 TiB on half the nodes of PNNL’s XMT. The improvements also include additional memory bandwidth within a node, but exact specifications are not yet officially available.

The Intel-based server platforms are located at Georgia Tech. One has four ten-core Intel Xeon E7-8870 processors running at 2.40 GHz with 30MiB of L3 cache per processor. The processors support Hyper-Threading, so the 40 physical cores appear as 80 logical cores. This server, mirasol, is ranked #17 in the November 2011 Graph 500 list and is equipped with 256 GiB of 1 067 MHz DDR3 RAM. Two additional servers cluster have two six-core Intel Xeon X5650 processors running at 2.66 GHz with 12MiB of L3 cache each and two four-core Intel Xeon X5570 processors at 2.93 GHz with 8MiB L3 cache. They have 24 GiB and 48 GiB of 1 067 MHz DDR3 RAM, respectively. Both support two Hyper-Threads per core.

Note that the Cray XMT allocates entire processors, each with at least 100 threads, while the OpenMP platforms allocate individual threads which are mapped to cores. We show results per-processor on the XMT and per-thread for OpenMP. We run up to the number of physical Cray XMT processors or logical Intel cores. Intel cores are allocated in a round-robin fashion across sockets, then across physical cores, and finally logical cores. Table I summarizes the processor counts, threads per processor, and speeds for our test platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th># proc.</th>
<th>Max. threads/proc.</th>
<th>Proc. speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cray XMT</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cray XMT2</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>500MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel E7-8870</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.40GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel X5650</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.66GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel X5570</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.93GHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I**

**PROCESSOR CHARACTERISTICS FOR OUR TEST PLATFORMS.**

B. **Test graphs**

We evaluate on two moderate-sized graphs. Excessive single-processor runs on highly utilized resources are discouraged, rendering scaling studies using large graphs difficult. Table II shows the graphs’ names and number of vertices and edges.

Our first graph is an artificial R-MAT [32], [33] graph derived by sampling from a perturbed Kronecker product. R-MAT graphs are scale-free and reflect many properties of real social networks but are known not to possess significant community structure [36]. We generate an R-MAT graph with parameters $a = 0.55$, $b = c = 0.1$, and $d = 0.25$ and extract the largest component. An R-MAT generator takes a scale $s$, here 24, and edge factor $f$, here 16, as input and generates a sequence of $2^s \cdot f$ edges over $2^s$ vertices, including self-loops and repeated edges. We accumulate multiple edges within edge weights and then extract the largest connected component.

Our second graph is an anonymous snapshot of the LiveJournal friendship network from the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [34]. The graph is relatively small but is rich with community structures. There are no self-loops or multiple edges, and all weights initially are set to one. The final, large graph was generated by a web crawl of English sites in 2007 [35]. This graph is too large for the smaller Intel-based platforms and triggers platform bugs on the Cray XMT, so we consider it only on the larger Intel E7-8870 and updated Cray XMT2.

C. **Time and parallel speed-up**

Figure 1 shows the execution time as a function of allocated OpenMP thread or Cray XMT processor separated by platform and graph, and Table III scales the time by the number of edges to show the peak processing rate. Figure 2 translates the
time into speed-up against the best single-thread or single-processor execution time. Figure 3 shows the larger uk-2007-05 graph’s data. Note that the uk-2007-05 graph uses 32-bit integers for vertex labels on the Intel-based platform to fit in memory.

Comparing the Cray XMT to the Cray XMT2 shows substantial performance improvements in the new generation. While details are not publicly available, we suspect increased memory bandwidth related to wider memory paths and an upgrade from slow DDR memory are responsible. The variation in time on the Cray XMT2 appears related to finding different community structures and is a consequence of our non-deterministic algorithm. Monitoring execution shows that the XMT compiler under-allocates threads in portions of the code, leading to burst of poor processor utilization. Explicitly annotating the loops with thread counts may increase performance.

Trading the earlier list-chasing implementation for our new algorithm with bursts of sequential access shows good performance on Intel-based platforms. Within the Intel-based platforms we see speed-ups past physical cores and into logical cores with Hyper-Threading. The 2.40GHz E7-8870 achieves better single-core performance than the 2.93GHz X5570 but lower performance than the 2.66GHz X5650. The X5570 is an earlier generation of processor with a less advanced memory controller that supports fewer outstanding transactions. This data is insufficient to see if a single, slower E7-8870’s additional cores can outperform the faster X5650’s fewer cores. With twice the processors, the E7-8870-based system performs more than twice as quickly as the X5650 on the artificial R-MAT graph but only slightly faster on the real-world soc-LiveJournal1 graph.

The reproducible drop in performance on the X5650 at full processor count on soc-LiveJournal1 may be related to finding a different community structure. While still under investigation, there may be an unfortunate locking interaction within the matching phase. A similar but smaller issue occurs on the Cray XMT with soc-LiveJournal1 above 64 processors.

Except for the one case on the X5650, the best performance on Intel-based platforms always occurred at full utilization. The smaller size of soc-LiveJournal1 provides insufficient parallelism for large processor counts on the XMTs, but the larger uk-2007-05 shows scaling similar to the artificial rmat-24-16.

VI. OBSERVATIONS

Our improved parallel agglomerative community detection algorithm demonstrates high performance, good parallel scalability, and good data scalability on both the Cray XMT series and more common Intel-based platforms using OpenMP. We achieved high performance by carefully choosing data structures and algorithms that map well to both environments. Reducing linked list walking, locking, and synchronization improves performance on both the Cray XMT and Intel-based architectures. Our implementation is publicly available.

Outside of the edge scoring, our algorithm relies on well-known primitives that exist for many execution models. Much of the algorithm can be expressed through sparse matrix operations, which may lead to explicitly distributed memory implementations through the Combinatorial BLAS [37] or possibly cloud-based implementations through environments like Pregel [38]. The performance trade-offs for graph algorithms between these different environments and architectures remains poorly understood.
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Fig. 2. Parallel speed-up relative to the best single-processor execution. The best achieved speed-up is noted on the plot. The dotted line denotes perfect speed-up matching the number of processors.

Fig. 3. Parallel speed-up relative to the best single-processor execution on the uk-2007-05 graph.


